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A joint work with neuroscientists 

Introduction 

Experiment 

 on transitive construction in French 

 using Event Related Potential’s (ERPs) measures 

 (Magne, Besson & Robert, 2014) 
 
  

ERPs : recording of 

 changes in the brain’s electrical activity 

 timelocked to an event 

 e.g. introduction of an unexpected word 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
With this talk, I want to provide some insights into the use of neurolinguistics for syntactic analysis.- In a joint work with neuroscientists, we conducted an experiment on...- A few words about ERPs [CLIC]For this methods, a cap with electrods on the scalp is used to record...Depending on the nature of the unexpected word, various electrophysiological components appear.------------------(ERP is used to study the cognitive activity associated with processing information)(An ERP is a measured brain response that is the direct result of a thought process or perception)�ERPs are measured using electroencephalography (EEG).The waveforms are described according to latency and amplitude.Event-related potentials (ERPs) are very small voltages generated in the brain structures in response to specific events or stimuli ERP waveforms consist of a series of positive and negative voltage deflections.Most components are referred to by a letter (N/P) indicating polarity (negative/positive), followed by a number indicating either the latency in milliseconds or the component's ordinal position in the waveform. because of the significantly small size of an ERP, it usually takes a large number of trials to accurately measure it correctlyThe early waves, or components peaking roughly within the first 100 milliseconds after stimulus, are termed ‘sensory’ or ‘exogenous’ as they depend largely on the physical parameters of the stimulus. In contrast, ERPs generated in later parts reflect the manner in which the subject evaluates the stimulus and are termed ‘cognitive’ or ‘endogenous’ ERPs as they examine information processing. The waveforms are described according to latency and amplitude.
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Language and ERPs 

Introduction 
 

 N400 and semantic processing 
   (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980) 
 
 
 
 
 

 P600 and syntactic processing 
  (Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992) 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In our linguistic experiment, two main electrophysiological components were at work:First the N400 component, which is classically considered to reflect difficulties in semantic processing.- For instance, when instead of “he…. arms’, you hear “he…in his NOSTRILS”, a specific effect of this semantically unexpected word can be observed, called N400, meaning by that that there a Negative peak in the brain’s electrical activity (sorry, conventionnally Negativity is up and positivity down!), appearing 400 ms after the stimulus (the unexpected word).Note that there is a constant activity of the brain, so what you measure is the differential effect of a stimulus:  in blue the effect of ARMS, in red, the effect of NOSTRILS. CLIC(2) Then there is also the P600 component, that is a Positive peak appearing around 600ms after the stimulus, and supposed to reflect difficulties in syntactic processing, as illustrated with “the boy PLAYS with the ball” vs. PLAY with the ball.
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The experiment 

Introduction 

 

Purpose of experiment on transitive clauses in French: 

 

 Semantics processed independently or in interaction with syntax ? 
  

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Now, the purpose ....was to determine whether ...the semantic aspects of language are processed (by the brain)...
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Testing transivity 

Experiment 1 

Manipulating 2 factors (each with 2 values) in SVO clauses (French) 
 

    Syntactic congruence                 S+   vs   S- 

                               (transitive V)         (intransitive V) 

    

  Semantic (‘conceptual’) congruence C+   vs  C-  

                            (congruent Obj.)        (incongr. Obj.) 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
To test these points, we manipulated both the syntactic and semantic components in transitive constructions in French that is in SVO clauses. -That is, we manipulated SYNTACTIC congruence by using either transitive or intransitive Verbs in SVO clauses (in the latter case, there is a violation of the verb argument structure). - And we manipulated the semantic (or CONCEPTUAL) component by applying an Object that was semantically either congruent or incongruent with the semantics of the Verb. CLIC
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4 experimental conditions 

Experiment 1 

4 types of SVO clauses: 
 
 (1) L’ennemi a préparé un complot    S+C+ 
           The enemy prepared a scheme (T)              control condition 
 
 (2) *L’ennemi a conspiré un complot     S-C+ 
           The enemy conspired a scheme (I)          transitive coercion 
  
 (3) L’ennemi a labouré un complot      S+C- 
           The enemy ploughed a scheme (T) 
 
 (4) *L’ennemi a déjeuné un complot     S-C- 
           The enemy lunched a scheme (I) 
 

Hypothesis :  meaning influences syntactic processing 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So we had 4 “experimental conditions”, that is 4 types of SVO clausesFirst, one type WHERE BOTH the syntax and semantics (or conceptual component) are correct, AS in…:we have a TRANSITIVE verb with an object conceptually congruent..This was the SO-CALLED “CONTROL CONDITION’  Then in the 2d type, there is a simple SYNTACTIC VIOLATION as in ‘The…’,	‘conspire’ is INTRANSITIVE but the OBJECT is semantically congruent (scheme belong to the same semantic field as...)Conversely, in ‘…..’, the syntax is correct (‘plough’ is transitive) but the Object is not conceptually congruent with the verbLaslty in the forth type,  the syntax AND the semantic are INCONGRUENT as in ‘The enemy lunched (intransitive)…’We hypothesized …and more precisely that the strong semantic relationship between the verb and direct OBJECT in The enemy conspired a scheme may override the problem posed by the syntactic incongruity.So the type (2) with “transitive coercion” was our “target condition” for testing the possible interaction between syntax and semantics
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Maximizing semantic congruence 

Experiment 1 

Target (S-C+) condition :  
 

Strong semantic association between VO and SV 
 

prototypical S       Verb      ‘internal’ Object 
 

 L'ennemi a conspiré un complot. 
    The enemy conspired a scheme. (I)  

 
 La concierge a bavardé un ragot. 

    The janitor chattered a rumour. (I) 
 

 Le gamin a pleurniché un sanglot.  
    The kid whined a tear. (I) 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Note that xe had maximized the semantic congruence for the SYNTACTICALLY incorrect but SEMANTICALLY congruent sentences, by creating strong semantic associations NOT ONLY between the verb and the object For instance, in…, an ‘enemy’ is a protypical subject for “conspire”…Now the RESULTS
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Results 1 

Experiment 1 

(1) Double incongruity (S-C- vs. S+C+) :  
 

the expected N400 (semantics) and P600 (syntax) on Object 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

   

 

L’ennemi a préparé un complot         L’ennemi a déjeuné un complot 
The enemy prepared a scheme  The enemy lunched a scheme 

 Congruous                              Incongruous 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
RESULTSFirst, AS EXPECTED, sentences with syntactic AND semantic problems,  such as.... CLICelicited larger N400 and P600 components on the Object, than in the control condition (…), reflecting difficulty for processing both the semantics and the syntax.
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Results 2 

Experiment 1 

(2) Simple syntactic incongruity  (S-C+ vs. S+C+) 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

   

 

L’ennemi a préparé un complot       L’ennemi a conspiré un complot 
The enemy prepared a scheme  The enemy conspired a scheme 

 Congruous                              Incongruous 
 

no significant differences ! 
syntactic violation undetected 
semantics overrides syntax 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
By contrast, for the sentences with a simple syntactic violation, such as ……the EPRs were very similar to the ERPs in the control condition where everything was correct: NO significant differences were found on the P600. CLICThis means that the brain does not detect the syntactic violation WHEN THE SENTENCE MAKES SENSEthe semantic congruence overrides the syntactic violation(mismatch between the verb argument structure and the syntactic structure)
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A l inguistic account 

Analysis 

How to account for these results ? 

 

Frame semantics and Construction Grammar                                                    
(Fillmore 1982, Goldberg 1995 and 2004) 

 
 Verbs   

 - a rich semantic structure (‘semantic frame’) 

 - foregrounded components: ‘participant’ roles (obligatory) 

 Syntactic constructions :   

 - have an intrinsic meaning (profiling ‘argument’ roles) 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
For this, I propose an analysis based on....THE RELEVANT POINTS here are the followings:the verb is considered to have a rich semantic structure in which SOME COMPONENTS 	are foregrounded and obligatorily expressed; namely, the participant (or thematic) roles(2) Syntactic constructions also have their own meanings (independent from the lexical meanings of their constituents) : they profile specific roles for the arguments__________________________? Inside the sentence, the participant roles of the verb fuse with the argument roles of the syntactic construction according to the semantic pattern of the construction
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A l inguistic account 

 

 Semantics of the transitive construction: 

 to profile an Object as the affected or effected Patient of the process 

 Transitive coercion (transitive construction on Intransitive V): 

Adding an Object argument role profiled as an affected or effected 
Patient 
 

A suitable argument, backgrounded in the verb’s semantic frame ? 

Analysis 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
BASED ON THIS THEORY, one can consider that …	….is to profile or define an object as the patient affected by the activity expressed in the verb      (and instigated by the agentive subject).Now, in the case of transitive coercion, APPLYING a transitive construction to an intransitive verb is ADDING an Object…THE SUCCESS OF THE COERCION will depend on the presence of a suitable argument for this role, in the rich background of the Verb semantic
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A l inguistic account 

Analysis 

(1) S-C+ sentences: « successful » transitive coercion 
     

L'ennemi a conspiré un complot 
The enemy conspired a scheme ← internal Obj. (sem. frame) 
 

a scheme is a result (or effected object) of conspiring 
 

Backgrounded component retrieved by the construction 
 

(2) S-C- sentences: « failed » transitive coercion  
   

 
L'ennemi a déjeuné un complot 
The enemy lunched a scheme 

 
 a scheme can not be retrieved from semantic frame of lunch 
              → P600 
   
 
 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
THIS WAS THE CASE for the intransitive verbs used in the simple syntactic violation condition       which were built up with ‘internal objects:        a ’scheme’ for instance is PRESENT in the SEMANTIC FRAME of the verb ‘conspire’ and can be profiled as an effected object of ‘conspire’ so,  the backgrounded component can be retrieved and foregrounded by the transitive construction. The absence of P600 reflects this successful transitive interpretation, (2) By contrast, in ‘… ’, a ‘scheme’ cannot be retrieved from the semantic frame of lunching and no transitive interpretation is available. Consequently, the syntactic construction is perceived as incongruous as attested by the P600 component
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Reducing S-V semantic association 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 1  
Semantic congruence maximized (S-V-O) 
 

 prototypical Subject  + Verb + « internal Object » 
  
 L'ennemi a conspiré un complot 
The enemy conspired a scheme 

Experiment 2 
Reduction of the (S-V) semantic association 
 
 Proper name + Verb + « internal Object » 

 
 Thomas  a conspiré un complot  
 Thomas  conspired a scheme 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
-This was our first experiment. Remember, for the transitive coercion, we maximized the semantic congruence of the sentence context, by using strong semantic associations not only between the Verb and the Object, but also between the subject and the verb.- In a second experiment we REDUCED the Subject-Verb semantic associations for the transitive coercion:the PROTOTYPICAL SUBJECT of the sentences was REPLACED by a semantically neutral proper name (e.g., Thomas), while keeping the same semantic associations between the Verb and the Object. 
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Results 

Experiment 2 

Simple syntactic incongruity  (S-C+ vs. S+C+) with Neutral subject 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

   

 

Thomas a préparé un complot         Thomas a conspiré un complot 
Thomas prepared a scheme  Thomas conspired a scheme 

 Congruous                              Incongruous 
 

≠ Exp.1 
Syntactic violation 

detected ! 

P600 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The RESULTS of this 2d experiment are in turn very interesting.In contrast to Experiment 1, for the Simple…., with a Neutral subject (and a congruent O), as in…,the simple syntactic violation elicited a P600 on the Object !  (CLIC) 
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Conclusion 1 

Transitives clauses (SVO) with intransitive verb  
 

(Exp.1)   If S-V-0 semantically strongly related : no P600 on Object  
 Semantic congruence overrides syntactic violation (V-O) 

       → Semantic context influences syntactic processing 

  
(Exp.2) With a congruent O but a neutral Subject : P600 on Object  

 Semantically related Object not sufficient 

 → Syntactic processing relies on the entire semantic context 
 Gradual effect of semantic context, with threshold 

(cf. multifactorial and gradual aspects of transitivity) 
 

- The S-V relationship influences processing of V-O relationship ! 
 → (prototypical) S induces scenarios and expectations  
 Neutral Subject :  reduced semantic anticipation on O 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
What to conclude about the processing of transitive clauses with argument structure violation ? The first Exp. has shown that if …(semantic information contributes to the processing of syntactic structure)Exp. 2 has shown that …...  which is in line with the multifactorial and gradual aspects of transitivity Note that the semantic relationship between the S and the V influences ….     We may consider that a prototypical S induces (prototypical) scenarios and expectations, FAVORING THE RECOVERABILITY of the sentence global meaning. Conversely, a neutral Subject reduces ….___________________________________Sem rel SV influences VO: (not only in terms of animacy or distinctness of the subject but also in terms of general semantic information).on the gradient (De Swart, 2007) or scalar (Kittilä, 2011 ) and multifactorial (Hopper & Thompson, 1980 ; Malchukov, 2006) aspects of (semantic) transitivity
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Conclusion 2 

Results validate models :  

 Constructionist (≠ modularist) approach to coercion          (Michaelis 2004) 

 Sentence comprehension :  

‒ all linguistic cues integrated into a meaningful global representation 

‒ constantly updated (new coming information) 

‒ generating expectations  

(cf. e.g. Robert 1999, Michaelis 2003 « scene construal ») 

 In line with interactive models of language processing 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
All together,  these results (first) validate a constructionist approach to coercion WHICH ALLOWS to analyze successful coercion as involving a match between the frames evoked by the predication and the construction.This MATCH does not require additional processing and therefore results in no differences in ERPs, as was the case.Furthermore, these RESULTS FAVOR THE IDEA THAT, during sentence comprehension,…that is constantly updated and generates expectations FOR UPCOMING ELEMENTS - Finally, our results are in line interactive models STATING that during sentence comprehension all types of information are used on-line in an interactive way.--------------(In a modularist approach to coercion, the coerced tokens are syntax−semantics mismatches requiring enriched semantic composition to achieve semantic compatibility between the sentence constituents; they are thus predicted to require additional processing cost. This additional processing effort should be detectable in the ERPs; no indicators of additional processing effort were detected in our experiment.)
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Thank you for your patience ! 
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Methods 

 Subjects :   25 native French-speaking students  (Mean = 25 years) 
 
 Task : Participants were asked to decide whether  
 the sentence was semantically and syntactically 
 acceptable. 
 (112 experimental sentences + 112 fillers) 
 
 Timing :     (Visually presented) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

The 26 intransitive verbs of the corpus  
for S-C+ condition 

to chatter 
to talk at length 
to wander (psy.) 
to have a natter 
to joke, to kid 
to ramble (on) 
to grumble 
to storm, rage 
to confabulate 
to rave 

Speech 
bavarder 
disserter 
divaguer 
papoter 
plaisanter  
radoter 
ronchonner 
tempêter 
fabuler  
délirer 
 
Gesture 
grimacer 
jubiler 
minauder 
pleurnicher 
ricaner 
sourciller 
tressaillir 
 

Motion 
naviguer 
tournoyer 
voltiger 
 
 
Arrangement 
conspirer 
intriguer 
magouiller 
transiger 
 
 
Reduced 
Activity 
flemmarder 
paresser 
somnoler 

to make a face 
to exult 
to simper 
to whine 
to sneer 
to frown 
to shudder 

to sail 
to spin 
to do acrobatics, 
to flutter 

to conspire 
to scheme 
to wangle 
to compromise 

to idle 
to laze 
to doze 
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